


About Element 11
 

We began as one of the very first official Burning Man Regional Festivals in the world. Since then we have 
evolved into a dynamic, year-round, active community whose mission is to ignite a sustainable culture of 
creativity and self-expression!

To support our mission, our community has formed a 100% volunteer supported 501(c)3 Non-Profit 
Organization known as Element 11, the same name as our annual festival. We are committed to not only 
producing a world-class festival the second weekend of July, we are also committed to creating year-round 
fund raising opportunities, community training programs, social events and service projects. All designed to 
support and inspire our community of artists and to make a positive difference in the world.

The Board of Directors and community leaders are committed to continue to support the evolution of the 
Utah Burning Man community of artists. We see art in all forms, in all ways, in all people and in life itself. We 
provide a canvas for our community near and far to come together. To play, dance, evolve, create & ignite!

We invite you to stay connected with our community. Visit www.element11.org for info, videos, photos, 
Facebook links & references.

2014

Into the Wild 

Let the wild rumpus begin! A throwback 
to simpler times, coupled with the wild 
creativity of the now — keep the electric 
and the lasers, add back the acoustic, the 
tribal and the artistic.

This year, to support our “Into the Wild!” 
theme, Element 11 held an art contest to 
find the art that was representative of our 
theme. As mentioned in the early March 
issue of the Salt Shaker, we selected two 
amazing “Into The Wild” pieces – one by 
Jared Gallardo for our ticket art and one 
by Alex Suzuki for our What Where When 
cover art & festival entrance sign.

Let’s get WILD!

Cover art by Alex Suzuki 
Ticket art by Jared Gallardo
Additional theme art by
Pete Apicella & AnnaLyssa Powell
Sparky concept art by Steve Swensen
Layout by David Born & Jon Wesley

For non-life threatening emergencies while at E11, call (385) 226-5597
For life-threatening emergencies call 9-1-1

Check out our YouTube for a
fun instructional video series!

www.youtube.com/Element11Utah

Ten Principles of Burning Man
Radical Inclusion
Anyone may be a part of Burning Man. We welcome and respect the stranger. No prerequisites exist for 
participation in our community.

Gifting
Burning Man is devoted to acts of gift giving. The value of a gift is unconditional. Gifting does not contemplate 
a return or an exchange for something of equal value.

Decommodification
In order to preserve the spirit of gifting, our community seeks to create social environments that are 
unmediated by commercial sponsorships, transactions, or advertising. We stand ready to protect our culture 
from such exploitation. We resist the substitution of consumption for participatory experience.

Radical Self-reliance
Burning Man encourages the individual to discover, exercise and rely on his or her inner resources.

Radical Self-expression
Radical self-expression arises from the unique gifts of the individual. No one other than the individual or a 
collaborating group can determine its content. It is offered as a gift to others. In this spirit, the giver should 
respect the rights and liberties of the recipient.

Communal Effort
Our community values creative cooperation and collaboration. We strive to produce, promote and protect 
social networks, public spaces, works of art, and methods of communication that support such interaction.

Civic Responsibility
We value civil society. Community members who organize events should assume responsibility for public 
welfare and endeavor to communicate civic responsibilities to participants. They must also assume 
responsibility for conducting events in accordance with local, state and federal laws.

Leave No Trace
Our community respects the environment. We are committed to leaving no physical trace of our activities 
wherever we gather. We clean up after ourselves and endeavor, whenever possible, to leave such places in 
a better state than when we found them.

Participation
Our community is committed to a radically participatory ethic. We believe that transformative change, 
whether in the individual or in society, can occur only through the medium of deeply personal participation. 
We achieve being through doing. Everyone is invited to work. Everyone is invited to play. We make the world 
real through actions that open the heart.

Immediacy
Immediate experience is, in many ways, the most important touchstone of value in our culture. We seek to 
overcome barriers that stand between us and a recognition of our inner selves, the reality of those around 
us, participation in society, and contact with a natural world exceeding human powers. No idea can substitute 
for this experience.

Tune to SIN 102.5 FM!
Your source for music, mischief, and 

misinformation on the Playa!



thursday
FESTIVAL OPENS @ NOON - WELCOME HOME!

Noon Crypster Casino 
Casino Opens all day & night until 4 AM!

12:30 PM Utah Souk Souk Opens

4 PM Utah Souk - Tea Time 

8 PM SinSation Station - Welcome Home Party

9 PM 9th Circle Volunteer Lounge 
Volunteer Appreciation Party & Bar Crawl 

9 PM Pineapple Camp 
Welcome Home Party, it’s an annual tradition!

10 PM Juggalo Bar 
Welcome Home Party Show up with a cup & leave 
with a buzz!

10 PM-3AM Laserium Laser Shows 
Chill out & loose yourself in beautiful laser imagery

10 PM Shadow Play 
Shadow Dance Screen Let your imagination run wild 
with the interactive art display

friday
3 AM Laserium Stellar Star Show
Quiet Trance Chill-out space for meditation or 
relaxation until dawn.

4 AM The Apiary Morning Glory Dance Party 
Honey drenched beats to ease you into another fine 
day at the festival. 

10 AM Natural Fitness - Nude Cross Training 

10 AM Wild Flame Clay Sculpting Until 4PM. 
We will provide the Clay, and the tools.  

10 AM Ascension Dome - Yoga /Barbarella

10:30 AM Med Tent - Volunteer Pancake Breakfast. 
Two words: Whisky maple syrup!

11 AM-2PM Utah Souk - Paint Medallion

Noon Juggalo Bar Margarita Party & Wet T-Shirt 
Contest! Bring your best T-Shirt and cup and be 
ready to party down!

Noon Utah Fire Tribe Fire Safety Workshop 
Learn the behind the scenes of fire performance. 
Anyone interested is welcome!

1 PM Ascension Dome - Throat Singing w/Maggio

2 PM Natural Fitness Wild Run - Nude 2mile run

2 PM Pineapple Camp Games 
Pineapple in the hole, Pineapple toss and other 
games that will make you laugh and test your skills.  

2 PM Utah Souk 
Ariel Hammock Workshop w/Lindsay Hoffman  
3 PM Utah Souk 
Baschet Acoustics Workshop w/John Ward 

3 PM Juggalo Bar Talent Show, Come see the 
entertaining talents our Salty Playa has to offer.

4 PM Utah Souk Yoga Chill w/Erika Hummel 

4 PM-9PM Crypster Casino 
Electro Swing Whiskey Lemonade Bash

4 PM Juggalo Bar Classical Piano w/Forrest Millheim 
and friends 

5-8 PM Crypster Casino Electric Lazy Chair 
Join us for for the ultimate electric lazy experience!

6 PM Wildflower Pants Pollination Station & Vortex 
Oasis Nation - Bumboo Happy Hour. A big jug of 
Bumboo awaits intrepid explorers in search of a 
Caribbean treat. Join our one-hour long booty 
contest. Come and admire our flower pants too!

7 PM Utah Souk - Lords of the Silk Road Meet & 
Greet! Dress as your favorite God/Goddess

7 PM SinSation Station - BDSM 101 

8 PM Utah Souk
Lords of the Silk Road Party 

9 PM Utah Souk
Lords of the Silk Road Pageant w/Kelly Brown 

10 PM Utah Souk 
Fire Muse Circus @ Lord of the Silk 

10 PM Laserium Laser Shows 
Chill out & loose yourself in beautiful laser imagery

10 PM Shadow Play 
Shadow Dance Screen. Let your imagination run wild 
with the Shadow Play interactive art display!

10 PM Wild Flam Light Show till dawn

11 PM Labyrinth Infinitum Effigy Burn

saturday
8 AM Ascension Dome - Yoga w/Jennifer Rouse

9:30 AM Ascension Dome - Yoga w/Stacy Merrill

11 AM Ascension Dome - Laughter Sound Healing

Midnight Jellyfish 12000 Camp 
Electronic Dance Party until 3:00AM. Join the three 
Jellymobiles for an epic dance party. (DJ’s TBA)

Midnight-5AM Juggalo Bar Thuggish Ruggish Ball 
The Bar’s a-flowing with sexy people, Juggalo Juice, 
and killer DJs throwing down some gangsta shit! 
Come get your thug on. Don’t forget your cup! 

Midnight Utah Souk 
The Caveat Poi Spinning w/Heidi Keilbaugh

1-3 AM Jellyfish 12000 Camp - Electric Lazy Chair 
Join us for for the ultimate electric lazy experience!

3 AM Laserium Stellar Star Show w/Quiet Trance 
Chill-out space for meditation or relaxation till dawn.

4 AM The Apiary Sunflower Dance Party 
Pre-dawn till just after sunrise. Bring champaign to 
share at sunrise as we dance the day into existence.  

10 AM Natural Fitness - Nude Cross Training 

10 AM SinSation Station Cocks & Waffles 

10 AM-4PM Wild Flame Clay Sculpting 

Hang out and make some custom clay sculptures, 
listen to some music, and chill. The items will be fired 
at our camp on Saturday night.  

2-4PM Juggalo Bar - Beer tasting with the Juggalos 
and the Black Rock Brewery. Come taste local home 
brews and help break down the bar to burn! 

2 PM Natural Fitness - Nude Bike Ride

2 PM Pineapple Camp Games 
Pineapple in the hole, Pineapple toss and other 
games that will make you laugh and test your skills.  

2 PM Center Camp Sexuality Workshop  
Hosted by SinSation Station

3 PM Utah Souk Baschet Acoustics Workshop 
w/John Ward 

3 PM SinSation Station Sex/Tantra/Love
 
3 PM Skeptical Village 
Bonneville Bordeaux Wine Bar! 

5 PM SinSation Station Happy Hour
 
7-10PM Crypster Casino Wild Rumpus Pre Burn 
Party! Come as your favorite Wild Thing! Onesies 
encouraged!

10 PM Sparky Effigy Pre-burn Show
11:11PM Sparky Burns
 

sunday
Midnight-2:30AM Utah Souk - Electric Lazy Chair 
Join us for the ultimate electric lazy experience!

Midnight-3AM Laserium Laser Shows 
Chill out & loose yourself in beautiful laser imagery

Midnight-3AM Shadow Play / Shadow Dance Screen 
Let your imagination run wild with the Shadow Play 
interactive art display!

Midnight Wild Flame Light Show till dawn

12:30AM Juggalo Bar Effigy Burn 

1:30AM The Apiary - Last Buzz Dance Party 
After the Juggalo bar burns till they kick us off - one 
last buzz before we go home!

2 AM Tree of Light - We Are Connected Party
Calling all Mutant Vehicles!  Come circle the wagons 
with the Jellyfish art cars around the Tree of Light for 
a brilliant celebration with lights, dancing, and DJs.

3 AM Utah Souk Closes 

3 AM Laserium Stellar Star Show w/Quiet Trance 
Chill-out space for meditation or relaxation until 
morning.

5:30AM Eye of the Vortex Sunrise Temple Burn 

7:30AM Burn’em and Bailey’s ChampBacon 
Enjoy an after-burn brunch with bubbly & bacon.

10 AM Natural Fitness - Nude Cross Training 

Noon FESTIVAL ENDS 

6 PM Gate Closes
Please ensure you have your camp packed, that you 
have swept your area (& public areas) for MOOP, & 
have left the festival grounds prior to gates closing.

center camp
Its worth the occasional saunter over to Center 
Camp. During the days a variety of workshops, 
performances and get togethers will be Happening. 
At night, Look for some of Utah’s best DJs Band and 
Performers. Check the Schedule at Centre camp 
Daily as surprises await your discovery. You can spot 
the center camp crew volunteers by their bright 
orange shirts with a dead duck design. 

thursday
7 PM Opening Ceremonies

8 PM Darren Gonzol

9:30 PM Mike Nicholes

11 PM Kelly Williams

friday
1 PM Know Your Rights w/ Johnny Jemming

1-2 PM Ukulele Jam

3 PM DeCay

4:23-5:23 PM Absinthe Party
Join us for an afternoon of Absinthe the 
legendary French liquor that fueled the Moulin 
Rouge. Bring a bottle of Absinthe if possible 
so we can compare brands. Wear something 
in the spirit of the Moulin Rouge and prepare 
yourself for a meeting with the Green Fairy.

6 PM Brandon Calahan

7 PM Gabe Shiz

8 PM Anthony Motto

9 PM Gender Bender Ball 
w/ Heartwreck, Starbass, Eben Flow
One of Element 11’s finest twisted traditions! 
Put on your finest LDB, stuff a sock in your 
pants, and drop your inhibitions. 

saturday
12 AM Steve Wynn Bride

12 PM Compost Club

1 PM Flow Jam w/ Eben Flow

3 PM Banana Blowjob Contest

6 PM Eric Knudson

7 PM Grimblee

7 PM Rochet Rick 

sunday
12 AM Matt Housley

1 AM Chris Bagshaw



Concept Art
Steve Swensen

Labyrinth Infinitum: 
Roy Dean Quada - Come get lost in Infinity & meditate on the idea of the perpetual 
Labrynth. Being a participant in this however comes with a stern warning...it will 
leave a burning imprint in your mind, and on your soul. This legacy piece from 2013 
will go burn to the ground on Friday night.

Meet Sparky: 
Inspired by the book “Where the Wild Things Are”. Sparky has a room between his 
legs and a stairway up to his belly where you will have a great view of our salty Playa. 
If you dare to get wild, there is another ladder that will take you up to Sparky’s head 
where you will be standing over 24’ high. The Effigy was built by  our beloved builder 
Bobby Gittins whom has been building for Element 11 for a decade as well as by 
Nicholas Posselli, with help from the community. Make sure you spend a little time 
getting to know Sparky as he will going up in flames Saturday night at 11:11 PM.

Juggalo Bar: 
Join us for our 7th consecutive Effigy burn at Element 11. A large pyramid shaped 
structure with a 18’ tall Lotus Pod. Goes up in flames Saturday after the effigy burn!

Eye of the Vortex  Temple: 
Since there is no center of the Universe at which to point the eye, we’ve decided 
to point it at the North Star, so that the sky will rotate around the view afforded to 
those standing within. Numerologically there are many powerful numbers designed 
into this creation. The circumference of the base is 88 feet, or 22 four-foot sections, 
with eleven on each side so that it creates an 11-11 gateway. There are many more 
built in, that we encourage those, who wish, to discover for themselves. Join the burn 
ceremony at sunrise on Sunday!

Eff gys, Temples & Burns, oh my!i



1 9th Circle Volunteer Lounge We <3 
VOLUNTEERS! We are an oasis of refreshment and 
information for E11 volunteers. Stop by before/
after your shift! Not a volunteer? Come learn how 
to have fun while pitching-in! Want to say “thanks?” 
We love donations of food/drink/hugs/surprises!

2 Burn’em and Bailey’s post-sunrise burn 
ChampBacon Brunch, altar space for wanderers. A 
limerick: The temple just burned to the ground, 
And you’re hungry for bubbly and bacon. Before 
you go tear your camp down, Pop on by and come 
see what’s shakin’!

3 The Pineapple Camp is here to inspire 
friendships and laughter. We are a group of long 
time veteran Burners, new Burners and everything 
in between. We strive to provide a “Welcome 
Home” feel at our camp. A shady spot for you to 
rest up, visit and make new friends during the day. 
Look for our big blue pyramid.

4 SINsation Station We are Freedom camp that 
practices freedom of expression. Acceptance of 
one’s self and of all others. We accept everyone 
who wants to be a part of our community.

5 The Juggalo Camp Home of the infamous 
Juggalo’s of Element 11. A Juggalo Bar support 
camp. See us at the bar!

6 2014 UTAH CORE Experience Utah CORE’s 
Sonic Souk! Alien sonic sculptures bend the ears 
and the mind, beautiful silks performers catch the 
eye, and the Coontie Pod legacy burn will light the 
way into 2015. Spend some time with us, and leave 
inspired.

7 Camp Wardrobe MalFUNKtion is a free 
experimental fashion camp and the Fashion Police 
Station of Element11. We encourage everyone 
to visit our skilled wardrobe engineers for an 
innovative and creative new look.

8 Shadows & Lights  two art installations, the 
Shadow Players Pavilion and the Laserium. Come 
to participate or come enjoy the spectacle and go 
into the wild of your imagination!!

9 Utah Fire Tribe Get your flow on at Fire Tribe 
Academy for the Flow Arts. Meet the fire conclave 
and pick up some new tricks during workshops or 
flow jams. 

1 “Sacred Grove” or “Acoustic Forest” is a circle 
of living Pondarosa Pines with a central fire pit and 
logs to sit on by the fire. It is a representation of 
going into the forest “Into the Wild”. This has some 
local reference to our local dominant religious belief 
of a “Sacred Grove” where the “Prophet/Profit” was 
visited by celestial beings. This installation will be 
set away from the sound camps and is designed 
to be more subdued, and more reflective of the 
original sense of “wild”. Times will be set for acoustic 
performances as well other relevant events, such as 
Solar Cooking, Rocket Stoves, Simple Grow Boxes. 
After the event the trees will be planted, and “the 
grove” will last for at least another 150 years. 

2 The Sonic Souk Legacy Burn The inside of 
the Coontie Pod will be lit with nine 10-watt color 
changing RGB LED floodlight fixtures. The tent will 
be lit with LED light strands. The sonic sculptures and 
the silks rigs will be delineated with weatherproof 
LED rope lights on the ground. All of these lights will 
be run on a single solar power array.

3 The Juggalo Bar Come join us for a drink and 
some music as we melt the sand beneath our feet 
with fresh beats and booty-shaking bass all night 
long!

4 Tree of Light The tree is a symbol of life, 
family, roots, and growth. Light is a symbol of cosmic 
energy, creative force, & the source of vision. Join us 
at the Tree of Light, a shady oasis during the day, an 
interactive beacon on the playa at night.

5 Wizard’s Clue Come play life size clue at 
sunrise. Music, Giant Dice, Cards, Costumes & Props. 
The ultimate who dunnit!

6 Flame Cannon There will be fireballs reaching 
about 25 feet in the air with a heat wave, booming 
sound and a tangible pressure shock.

7 The Jellyfish 12000 invites you to come explore 
the aquatic alien underground we call home. Our 
otherworldly time-traveling family of mutant vessels 
consists of The Amazing Jellyfish From The Year 
12000, Spider Jelly and Jelly Roll.

8 The Cryptster Casino - Debuting in 2012, the 
Crypster Casino has become a staple for some of 
the zaniest antics seen at Element 11, and now its 
gone mobile! Be prepared for random theatrics, 
shenanigans, and live music rolling right to your 
door!

For non-life threatening emergencies while at E11, call (385) 226-5597
For life-threatening emergencies call 9-1-1

10 Crypster Camp The Crypsters debuted in 
2012 at E-11 with the wildest casino outside off the 
Sunset Strip. Come to our whiskey-swillin’, floozie-
jugglin’, shadow-side-shenannigan-havin’ camp! 
Look for this year’s Electro Swing Party on Friday 
evening and our Wild Rumpus Before the Burn on 
Saturday!.

11 Cosmic Recess A playAground with a space 
theme, where Art and Play are one and the same! 
Come let your worries disappear into the cosmos as 
we rediscover the “kid” inside us each of us! Here 
you’ll find Recess is Always in session!

12 Jellycamp 12000 The Jellyfish 12000 invites 
you to come explore the aquatic alien underground 
we call home. Our otherworldly time-traveling family 
of mutant vessels consists of The Amazing Jellyfish 
From The Year 12000, Spider Jelly and Jelly Roll.

13 The Apiary A place where bees are kept, 
brought to you by theHIVEcollective.

14 Wild Flame Come and play with creativity! 
Stop by in the day time to create a custom clay 
sculpture that will be fired on the playa. At night time 
you can bask in the lights and sound of the Night 
Playa Goove Machine.

15 Bat Country When the going gets weird, the 
weird turn pro.

16 Wildflower Pants Pollination Station & Vortex 
Oasis Nation With the rotation of the earth, so 
rotates the flow of liquid. Come visit the vortex day 
or night and watch the coriolis effect firsthand. Our 
Pollination Station will spread out across the lands 
bequeathing flowers and bouquets.

17 Natural Fitness Tired of being out of fashion 
at the gym? We invite you to come as you are and 
leave your clothes behind! Experience positive body 
image and enjoy your body as it is and where we can 
improve with fitness!

18 8-bit Bunny Bar Come spin our bunny wheel. 
Play bunny themed games for bunny themed drinks!

19 Skeptical Village is an artist camp for the 
skeptical evidence based science minded camper.

20  East Berlin Ranger Outpost

9 The Frigid Bitch Join us at The Frigid Bitch 
for a daring game of truth or dare. Spin one of two 
wheels for a naughty or nice challenge. Your prize 
will be a delicious grown up snow cone with lots of 
flavors to choose from. Open daily from the hours 
2-5 pm BYOC

10 The Event Horizon Below the platform of 
The Event Horizon , water extrudes in a conical 
veil, leading up into the vortex above!

11 Ascension Temple A sacred space, designed 
as a bedouin temple, for community to use for 
yoga, meditation and reflection, low-key music 
performances, meeting and communing with 
others, and impromptu and scheduled events.

12 Shadow Play Experience stories in shadow 
and light, from the whimsical to the erotic. 
Spectate, or try your hand at shadow puppets!

13 Laserium Laser Dome Enjoy classic Hansen 
Planetarium style laser shows like Pink Floyd, 
Zepplin, U2, Metallica, Beatles, and more, all night 
long, all three nights. See the show schedule for 
more details.

EMV’s & more
Electric Lazy Lounge

Jellyfish 12000 / Spider Jelly / Jelly Roll

The Mew

Burn’em and Bailey’s

Magic Carpet

The Jodi

Chatterbox

Electric Lazy Lounge

MYO

Mikey Hug Deli

Interactive Clay Firing

And more to come!
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Leave no Trace
What is “MOOP”? 
MOOP is Matter Out Of Place. It’s any trash or debris that doesn’t belong 
in the landscape—from a beverage bottle or a broken zip-tie to a feather, 
sequin or pistachio shell.  Also screws and wood debris from art projects, 
and food waste around your camp.  For Element 11, you packed it in your 
car to get it to the event, so you also need to take it home with you.  We 
believe that Leave No Trace is a personal commitment that is possible 
to achieve, which is why we have no trash cans or dumpsters available 
during the event.  So plan ahead—minimize the amount of trash you will 
generate (see Item #3), and be sure to leave some space in your rig to 
carry your trash home.

1. Plan and Prepare.  
Bring plenty of trash bags and make sure you have room to pack out your 
trash.  Pack it in…pack it out

2. Reduce Your Packaging.  
Bringing less in means having less to bring out. Leave unnecessary 
packaging at home. Food items are a likely target with their many layers 
of plastic and cardboard, but also consider the toys and camping gear 
that you’re bringing. Unpacking them before you get home will spare you 
the hassle of bringing back styrofoam packing and shrinkwrap. Choose 
cans over bottles, and reusable containers over both.

3. Rethink Your Food Portions.  
Prepare food in sensible quantities that your group can finish at a single 
sitting -- leftovers will quickly become a liability. Also, many people eat 
less at a festival than they do normally (so many other fun things to do!).  
Coordinate with your campmates as far as what you’re bringing so that 
you minimize your group’s waste. If you’ve found yourself with a giant pot 
of chili and not enough campmates, invite the neighbors over rather than 
creating a wet, heavy bag that has to be packed into someone’s trunk.   

4. MOOP Sweeps.  
First off, if you “don’t let it hit the ground”, you won’t have to pick it up.  
Get in the habit of looking around your camp for things that are poised 
to blow away.  Take a minute once a day to do a moop sweep through 
your camp.   As you’re packing out your camp, have campmates walk 
repeatedly around your site picking up anything and everything that’s not 
part of the playa.

5. Do Not Use the Playa as Your Toilet. 
It’s unacceptable, unsanitary, and just plain gross the morning after.

6.  Do Not Use the Playa as Your Ash Tray, Either  
Not as unsanitary, but just as unacceptable and gross.  If you smoke, 
field strip your butts and put them in your pocket, or in a container (like 
a mint tin).

7. Don’t use the porta potties as a Trash Can.   
If it doesn’t come out of your body, don’t put it in the potty.  Period.  If you 
want to put a wet wipe in the porta potty, make sure you eat it first (so it 
will come out of your body).  Otherwise, carry a zip-lock baggie with you 
and put it in the trash when you get back to your camp.

8. Be Aware of Very Small Items.  
Aka “Micro MOOP”.  Spread a tarp under your kitchen area, which is 
where most of this comes from.  No Trace really does mean no trace.

9. Don’t Rush Your Pack-Up.   
Don’t stress to hurry home on Sunday. Recognize that long-term exposure 
to the playa will fatigue your body and impair decision powers. Also, when 
under pressure, we are all likely to make rushed decisions and leave 
MOOP behind.

10. Secure Your Trash for the Ride Home.  
Once you’ve taken the time to Leave No Trace on the playa, don’t undo 
your good work by scattering your trash (or other belongings) all over the 
road on the way home.  Leave some space in your vehicle or trailer to 
nestle the trash down out of the wind; or if you are placing it (or anything 
else) on top of your vehicle, tie it down securely—you don’t want your 
trash, camping gear, or art piece to become “insta-MOOP” by hitting the 
side of the road at 65 mph!

E11 Loves Our Volunteers! 
Element 11 is a festival of Participation. That means getting involved and contributing something to the larger 
experience. Everything to create and support Element 11 2014: Into the Wild has been done by volunteers. In fact, 
nearly one in three attendees at this year’s festival is a registered volunteer. Thousands of cumulative volunteer 
hours have gone into preparing for YOUR arrival. Welcome! The Gate/Box Office/Greeters that welcomed you; the 
Rangers and Emergency Services that help keep you safe; the Elemental Public Works and effigy builders that built 
what you see around you; the Board of Directors who work year-round to facilitate these community events; are 
all volunteers that often make personal sacrifices for this experiment to happen.    

Volunteers are easy to notice—they have laminates, sometimes t-shirts, and they’re the ones who are working. 
Please thank them often for supporting your burn experience at Element 11. The 9th Circle Volunteer Lounge is 
volunteering central. If you’re having a great time or want to get involved, please consider stopping by! We happily 
accept donations of hugs, snacks, shoulder rubs, meals, and beverages. 

Please join us on Thursday, 9:00 pm at the Lounge as we celebrate all this hard work with a Volunteer Appreciation 
Bar Crawl. The Pineapple Camp, Juggalo Bar, Crypsters, and Bat Country are generously hosting stops along this 
crawl. Volunteers with laminates will receive free drinks and first-class treatment! Help us thank these generous 
Theme Camps by contributing bar donations at the Lounge. Suggestions are Vodka, Rum, Whiskey, Tequila, wine 
and beer, and mixers of all kinds. Contributions will then be distributed to these generous camps to help keep the 
party going. Remember if it weren’t for a volunteer, E11 wouldn’t be here. THREE CHEERS FOR VOLUNTEERS!

Guidelines for Erotic Discourse:
Element 11 is a sex positive environment.  In order to have a safe environment for everyone here at Element 11, 
the following is advised:

#1 Always ask before touching, even if you know them! It’s polite, it’s good manners, it will earn their respect.  

#2 Obtain consent! Consent requires people who are of legal age, are properly informed, are not under coercion, 
and are not incapacitated.  Consent may be withdrawn at any time, and No means NO!  Really!

#3 Respect your partner’s desires and boundaries. How do you find them out? ASK!  Also, know your own desires 
and boundaries.  Remember to discuss safer sex issues!

#4 Do not have sex with a person who is intoxicated or under the influence. Not only is it technically against the 
law, but it is potentially very hurtful to that person. And what fun it that?

#5 If you hear of or see anyone in trouble, step in and ask if they need help. We take care of each other! In 
addition, consider buddying up when you go out for the evening. Guys watch out for the women, and vice versa! 
We do not want any of our family members assaulted this year.

#6 If someone does get assaulted or feels threatened in any way, get them to a safe place and get help. The 
Sanctuary Space and EMS are available 24/7.  You can take them there directly or call the 911 EMS/Ranger Contact 
(385) 226-5597.  

For non-life threatening emergencies while at E11, call 
(385) 226-5597  For life-threatening emergencies call 9-1-1
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